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Diego Lens

• 20 Years working in Distribution

• Cloud Enablement

• Sales/Technical Trainings

• Microsoft Azure

• Microsoft 365

• Azure Virtual Desktop

• diego.lens@ingrammicro.com

• linkedin.com/in/diegolens
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App Modernization
Dev/Ops, Containers, Microservices

+ Infrastructure 

Endpoint
Modern Endpoint, MDR/XDR, Server Security

Collaboration Apps
Productivity Su its, conferencing

CRM
Customer Relationship Management

Data & Insights
DB (PaaS), Analytics, Warehousing, AI/ML

+ Infrastructure 

Identity
Authentication, Identity & Access Management

Virtual Desktops
Remote Work, Desktop Virtualization, OS

ERP
Enterprise Resource Planning

Security operations
Vulnerability Mng, Tier 2 SOC Analytics, SIEM Employee Experience

Workflow insights, resources, learning

Workforce Automation
No/low Code, Power Automate

Growth Solutions

Modern Cloud Platforms

Go boldly into the future with innovative 
infrastructure and platform solutions built for 
driving profitability and growth through key app 
modernization, data & insights, and cloud 
strategies.

Seamless Security

Move forward towards a bright business future 
with total asset and data protection including 
seamless sign-on, endpoint security, identity 
security, and complete security operations 
management.

Connected Workplace Business Performance 
Transform Into the New Norm

Work together, work smarter and stay 
productive, from anywhere with our 
comprehensive suite of collaboration apps, 
digital experiences, and virtual desktops, 
designed to help you do more.

Build a fine-tuned business engine to power 
your performance with our tailor-made 
technological approach to equip your teams 
with CRM, ERP software, and imaginative 
workforce automation.

Together We Achieve MoreBuild your Business with True 
Peace of Mind

Work at the Speed of Modern 
Business

http://bit.ly/ingramcloud https://ingram.cloudchampion.nl https://ingram.cloudchampion.be
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Modern Cloud Platforms

16.8 %

20.7 %

40%

With our approach to Modern Cloud Platforms, partners can create a modern 
infrastructure adaptable to any business model, identify a plan of action that is 
robust but adaptable to new trends, and use business intelligence to grow 
their business.

App Modernization: Transform Traditional workloads to Modern Applications. 
Achieve elite performance and high available infrastructure. Welcome to 
serverless technologies with a scalable environment
Build your own Managed Services around App Modernization

Data & Insights:
- deepen the understanding of customers and customer needs
- better balance risk versus reward
- Find new markets, new opportunities, new services
- optimize processes

Seamless Security

$129B

+50%

60%

Endpoint
Modern Endpoint, MDR/XDR, Server Security

Identity
Authentication, Identity & Access Management

Security operations
Vulnerability Mng, Tier 2 SOC Analytics, SIEM

Seamless Security

Move forward towards a bright business future 
with total asset and data protection including 
seamless sign-on, endpoint security, identity 
security, and complete security operations 
management.

Build your Business with True 
Peace of Mind

Seamless security solutions are the critical as organizations of all sizes 
continue to step up their cybersecurity posture. At Ingram Micro Cloud, we’re 
looking to simplify the route to market. Offering seamless scalability through 
partner development, certification training, service augmentation and even 
managed services. 

Endpoint Security:  We offer innovative endpoint protection solutions and 
insights to safeguard data and workflows associated with individual devices 
and servers. Our comprehensive and advanced threat prevention, detection 
and response solutions protect organizations from crippling breaches and 
business disruptions. 

Identity Security: Our authentication security and vulnerability management 
solutions are built on a foundation of privileged access management, securing 
all identities throughout the cycle of accessing critical assets to protect 
personnel, applications, and data that are essential to business operations. 

Security Operations: Our security operations solutions include SIEM-to-
security orchestration, automation, response integration and compliance 
reporting. Our security operation solutions also empower organizations with 
simple and secure access to business resources using single sign-on and 
adaptive multi-factor authentication protection.
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Connected Workplace

+21%

+50%

57%

Work together, work smarter end stay productive from anywhere with 
a comprehensive suite of collaboration apps, digital experiences and 
virtual desktops, designed to help you do more

Collaboration Apps: The demand for Collaboration Apps during 
corona was huge, and remain strong post the pandemic.  
Organizations continue adopt hybrid workplace models

Virtual Desktops: Virtual desktop solutions allow reduced set-up 
time to access applications and infrastructure remotely, at any time, 
on any place, on any device

Employee Experience: 

EX + CX = TX
Employee Experience + Customer Experience = Total Experience

Business Performance

We want to help modernize and transform your business. With a focus on 
facilitating your team’s needs, we are taking a tailor-made technological 
approach to personalize what strategies work best for you.

CRM:
CRM technology directly aligns with our growth mindset – at the end of the day, 
the goal of CRM is to foster and sustain existing and future customer 
relationships. Through this technology, you can generate multichannel 
marketing campaigns, nurture sales-ready leads and align sales and marketing 
with planning and tracking tools that integrate with existing apps and services.

ERP:
In the evolving digital landscape, it is imperative to stay up to date with the 
latest technologies to move forward. An ERP software suite can help manage 
day-to-day business processes that push beyond just financial data – discover 
how you can accelerate your business, grow your customer base and increase 
your profit margins with ERP.

Workflow Automation:
Workflow Automation is your go-to resource for building custom apps that 
connect to your existing data and systems, without the need for code. Through 
low-code platforms, you can build solutions that support workflow automation, 
AI, secure data access, seamless data analysis and visualization capabilities
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Ingram Micro Cloud Enablement 2023

Enablement

http://bit.ly/ingramcloud
Newsletter

http://bit.ly/imc-email
Cloud Champion

https://ingram.cloudchampion.be
https://ingram.cloudchampion.nl

Agenda

• Delegated Administration Privileges (DAP)

• Granular Delegated Admin Privileges

• Transitioning from DAP to GDAP

• Monitoring GDAP
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Delegated Administration 
Privileges

Cloud-based
IT Offerings
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Cloud-based
IT Offerings

Partner
Management

Rights

Partner
Management

Rights

Cloud-based
IT Offerings

Partner
Management

Tool
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What is DAP?
Delegated Admin Privileges (DAP) is the model of access where most users have wide access 
to perform administrative functions on behalf of their customers. That access is perpetual 
(does not auto-expire). Specific users and designated Admin Agents can access all 
customer tenants by default. In the DAP model, access cannot be partitioned according to 
employee, customer or workload.

What is GDAP?
Granular Delegated Admin Privileges (GDAP) is a security feature that allows partners to 
configure granular and time-bound access to their customers' workloads in production and 
sandbox environments.
Companies delegate individuals to be Partner Administrators. These Partner Administrators 
can specify access for a user to be able to perform functions for each customer. These users 
will have access based on what they do (workload) for each customer. Also, access is 
granted for up to two years, not "perpetual" as in DAP.
In other words, access will be "granular" or specific with over 66 roles and is time-based 
depending on the activities the user needs to perform.

https://ingrammicrocloud.com/blog/transition-to-granular-delegated-admin-privileges

Enabling DAP in Partner Center
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Transitioning from 
Delegated Admin 
Privileges (DAP)
to Granular 
Delegated Admin 
Privileges (GDAP)

Microsoft is taking steps to protect access to customer data as part of 
their commitment to increase the security of their ecosystem. A major 
part of this initiative is the transition from Delegated Admin Privileges 
(DAP) to Granular Delegated Admin Privileges (GDAP). This will be 
completed by January 2023.

This transition is part of Microsoft's "Zero Trust" approach. They are 
following the three principles of:

• Verify explicitly

• Use least privileged access

• Assume breach

Legacy DAP has only one Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) available. It is 
a “Full Administrator” with permissions to everything for support, 
financials, security, operations, etc. Now with GDAP, it is actively 
discouraged to use Full Administration mode. Instead, there are many 
options to tailor the individual permissions to the specific job role defined 
by the customer.

The transition to GDAP will affect almost all partners who resell Microsoft 
products (indirect provider, indirect reseller, direct bill).

What are the key dates? *

July 25: General availability of DAP to GDAP bulk transition tool **

End of Q1 CY23 (no earlier than Jan. 17): Disable 90-day inactive DAP relationships

End of Q1 CY21 (no earlier than Jan. 17): Stop DAP creation for new customers and new reseller 
relationships

March 1 : End of no consent window for DAP to GDAP transition tool

Q1 CY23 (no earlier than March 1): Transition remaining active DAP to limited GDAP roles

*Please note that these dates are from Microsoft and are always subject to change. Dates with "no 
earlier than..." are targets. The exact dates will be supplied by Microsoft in the future.

**We suggest to not wait for the bulk transition tool to be live as this tool will not grant the user with the same legacy Global Admin 
role. Inherent roles set with the transition tool will be set to least privileged. This will reduce your level of access compared with the 
new 66 granular roles. 
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https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/resources/detail/transition-to-gdap-to-maximize-your-security-ecosystem-pdf

End-customer Communication

© 2019 Ingram Micro Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Granular Delegated Admin 
Privileges

What is DAP?
Delegated Admin Privileges (DAP) is the model of access where most users have wide access 
to perform administrative functions on behalf of their customers. That access is perpetual 
(does not auto-expire). Specific users and designated Admin Agents can access all 
customer tenants by default. In the DAP model, access cannot be partitioned according to 
employee, customer or workload.

What is GDAP?
Granular Delegated Admin Privileges (GDAP) is a security feature that allows partners to 
configure granular and time-bound access to their customers' workloads in production and 
sandbox environments.
Companies delegate individuals to be Partner Administrators. These Partner Administrators 
can specify access for a user to be able to perform functions for each customer. These users 
will have access based on what they do (workload) for each customer. Also, access is 
granted for up to two years, not "perpetual" as in DAP.
In other words, access will be "granular" or specific with over 66 roles and is time-based 
depending on the activities the user needs to perform.

https://ingrammicrocloud.com/blog/transition-to-granular-delegated-admin-privileges
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Duration

Partners can select a 
GDAP relationship 
duration of between 
1 and 730 days.

Supported roles

Partners can choose 
from any Azure Active
Directory (AAD)
roles that are
supported by GDAP 
for granularity, which
can be approved by 
customers at partner 
tenant scope.
Partners are 
discouraged from 
selecting a global
administrator role for 
GDAP invitation 
requests.

Security groups
(SGs)

Partners can create
SGs in their partner
tenant to organize 
their employees so 
that they can restrict 
their access per 
customer per 
Microsoft 365 
workload level and 
partition their 
employees' access 
per customer, 
depending on the 
business need.

Reporting

Partners can use 
GDAP reporting 
analytics in Partner 
Center to track:

Invitations pending 
approval from 
customers.

Which relationships 
across their 
customers are 
expiring.

Termination

Either the partner or 
the customer can 
terminate access 
granted through 
GDAP.

GDAP Features

How does it work ?

Partner tenant

Alpha SG

Beta SG

Gamma SG

Customer 1 tenant

Admin relationships

Customer 2 tenant
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Admin
Relationship

Request

Select 
Customers

Admin
Relationship

Approval

Admin
Relationship
Assign SG

Name

Duration

AAD Roles

https://admin.microsoft.com/A
dminPortal/Home#/partners/in
vitation/granularAdminRelatio
nships/83e423a-c0fb-4b4e-

a689-dba68d470234-
78ac634b-0548-4830-b725-

c1ab239a21ae

Security Group

GDAP Process

Admin Relationship URL

Four ways to run the process

• Via Partner Portal > Customers > Administer

• URL created can be used by any Customer but only ONCE

• Via Partner Portal > Customer > {Customer}

• URL created specifically for ONE Customer

• Via Lighthouse (GDAP Setup Tool)

• Multiple customers at once / Auto Approval

• Via Migration Tool

• Answer File needed / Relationship Approval Automated
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Admin
Relationship

Request

Select 
Customers

Admin
Relationship

Approval

Admin
Relationship
Assign SG

Name

Duration

AAD Roles

https://admin.microsoft.com/A
dminPortal/Home#/partners/in
vitation/granularAdminRelatio
nships/83e423a-c0fb-4b4e-

a689-dba68d470234-
78ac634b-0548-4830-b725-

c1ab239a21ae

Security Group

GDAP Setup Tool (M365 Lighthouse)

Admin Relationship URL

Admin
Relationship

Request

Select 
Customer(s)

Admin
Relationship

Approval

Admin
Relationship
Assign SG

Name

Duration

AAD Roles

https://admin.microsoft.com/A
dminPortal/Home#/partners/in
vitation/granularAdminRelatio
nships/83e423a-c0fb-4b4e-

a689-dba68d470234-
78ac634b-0548-4830-b725-

c1ab239a21ce

Security Group

GDAP Setup Tool (M365 Lighthouse)

Predefined
Roles in 

Tiers

Template 
created

- Accountmanagers
- Service Desk 
- Specialists
- Escallation Engineers
- JIT Only

Auto
Approval if
possible
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Enabling GDAP in Partner Center
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1. Create Security Groups

2. Create an admin relationship request
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3. In return you will get a URL

4. Forward request to Customer
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5. Verify Accepted Requests

My Customer

6. Assign Security Group

35
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Mixed Configuration : DAP + GDAP

© 2019 Ingram Micro Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Transitioning 
From DAP to GDAP

GDAP Bulk Migration Tool

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/partner-center/gdap-bulk-migration-tool?WT.mc_id=M365-MVP-6771
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What are the key dates? *

July 25: General availability of DAP to GDAP bulk transition tool **

End of Q1 CY23 (no earlier than Jan. 17): Disable 90-day inactive DAP relationships

End of Q1 CY21 (no earlier than Jan. 17): Stop DAP creation for new customers and new reseller 
relationships

March 31 : End of no consent window for DAP to GDAP transition tool

Q1 CY23 (no earlier than March 31): Transition remaining active DAP to limited GDAP roles

*Please note that these dates are from Microsoft and are always subject to change. Dates with "no 
earlier than..." are targets. The exact dates will be supplied by Microsoft in the future.

**We suggest to not wait for the bulk transition tool to be live as this tool will not grant the user with the same legacy Global Admin 
role. Inherent roles set with the transition tool will be set to least privileged. This will reduce your level of access compared with the 
new 66 granular roles. 

GDAP frequently asked questions

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/partner-center/gdap-faq
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Some FAQs

• Can I make GDAP relation permanent ? No

• Can I autorenew GDAP relationship ? No

• If expired … what with subscriptions No Problem

• Can I see when customer removes relationship Yes

While DAP and GDAP will coexist during the transition period, GDAP will eventually replace DAP. This is to ensure that we provide a
more secure solution for our partners and customers. We advise transitioning your customers to GDAP as soon as possible to ensure
continuity.

There are no changes to the existing DAP relationship flow while DAP and GDAP coexist.

Partner earned credit (PEC) earnings won’t be affected when you transition to GDAP.
There will be no changes to the partner admin link
(PAL) with the transition, ensuring that you continue to earn PEC. Disabling DAP will not remove PAL.

GDAP permissions will take precedence over DAP permissions:

The precedence for GDAP permissions over DAP permissions works at the partner tenant, customer tenant, and workload levels. For 
example, if a partner user signs in for a given workload and there’s DAP for the global admin role and GDAP for the global reader 
role, the partner user will get the global reader permissions only.

Transitioning a large customer base from DAP to GDAP:

This can be carried out by APIs starting in late February. This will require customer consent.

We’re in the process of building a transition tool for partners that will help them transition all their customers from DAP to 
GDAP without requiring customers' consent.

GDAP will be required to turn on Microsoft 365 Lighthouse in the future.

The partner user will need to have the right GDAP permissions on the customer’s tenant if they want to view that customer in
Microsoft 365 Lighthouse.

If the GDAP relationship expires, that customer will no longer be visible in Microsoft 365 Lighthouse.

For information on how GDAP works for Azure, refer to the Granular delegated admin privileges (GDAP) introduction in Microsoft Docs.

Considerations for Transitioning from DAP to GDAP
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Monitor GDAP permissions

Microsoft 365 Lighthouse

Customer 1

Customer 2
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© 2019 Ingram Micro Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Wrap-Up

• Delegated Administration Privileges (DAP)

• Granular Delegated Admin Privileges

• Transitioning from DAP to GDAP

• Monitoring GDAP
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Thank You !
(presentations will be shared)
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